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About 150 nursing home administrators and business affiliates
attended the MA chapter Annual Meeting at the Sheraton
Framingham Hotel on April 10, 2018. Attendees had an incredibly
full day with the opportunity to earn six CEUs in two programs.
The morning education program titled, Legal Update for
Administrators, was presented by Michael Harrington of the
law firm LeClairRyan. His labor and employment update
covered many topics and was very well received. As usual,
we’ve been asked to bring him back again next year.
The afternoon program titled,
Sex, Drugs, and Rolling Walkers,
was presented by Barbara
Speedling. It included discussion
of the increasing complexity of
social and ethical considerations
in matters concerning capacity,
advance directives, sexual expression, and marijuana.

continued on page 2
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The day included our ever–popular Italian buffet luncheon,
The North End, and a cocktail reception sponsored by Procare
LTC Pharmacy at the end of the day. Shawn Morales, Director
of Continuing Care at Erikson Communities in Hingham, was
the lucky winner of the trip to the National ACHCA 2019
Convocation in Louisville, KY. Medline won a complimentary
foursome to this year’s annual golf tournament in the business
affiliate raffle.
In addition to the educational programs, luncheon, cocktail
reception and raffles, attendees also had a trade show with
twenty–one business affiliates and vendors. Officers and board
members were elected at the annual business meeting, with
results as follows:
Officers
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

David Bell
Tom Lavallee
Linda Hunter
Bill McGinley

Board Members
3 year term
Dennis Lopata, Joanne Shaw
2 year term
Louise Clough

Business Affiliates listed by industry
Visit the company website to learn more.
Architectural
Levi + Wong Design Associates, LLC

lwda.com

Communications
Raintech Sound & Communication, Inc.
VoiceFriend

raintechinc.com
voicefriend.net

Housekeeping, Laundry, Dining, and Food
Clean Facilities Group
cleanfacilitiesgroup.com
Healthcare Services Group
hcsgcorp.com
Heritage Healthcare Services, Inc.
heritagehealthcare.com
Performance Healthcare Services, Inc.
performancehs.net
SimplyThick
simplythick.com
Imaging
Mobilex USA/US Lab
NOA Diagnostics

mobilexusa.com
noadiagnostics.com

Medical Supply
Geriatric Medical
Medline Industries

geriatricmedical.com
medline.com

Pharmacy
Omnicare
Partner’s Pharmacy
Preferred Pharmacy Solutions, LLC
Procare LTC Pharmacy

omnicare.com
partnerspharmacy.com
solutions rx–pps.com
procareltc.com

Professional Services
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
GBMP Health Care
MVP Recruitment, LLC
Sallop Insurance, Inc.
Symphony Employer Solutions

claconnect.com
gbmp.org
mvprecruitment.com
sallop.com
symphonyes.com

Rehabilitation
Arete Rehabilitation
Fusion Rehab Services, LLC
Preferred Therapy Solutions

areterehab.com
fusionrehabservices.com
preftherapy.com

Transportation
Access Ambulance
Brewster Ambulance

accessambulance.com
brewsterambulance.com

architecture, landscape, interior design

housekeeping, laundry
housekeeping, laundry, dining
environmental
housekeeping, laundry

financial advisors
workforce education
senior leadership recruitment
insurance brokerage, risk management
payroll, time, attendance, HRIS
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CliftonLarsonAllen would like to
recognize and thank the good
work of the MA Chapter College
Members who represent the
best in class Administrators in
providing quality service to
their residents.
WEALTH ADVISORY
OUTSOURCING

New
Dysphagia
Diet
Standards

AUDIT, TAX, AND CONSULTING

Massachusetts oﬃces:
Lexington, New Bedford,
Quincy, and Martha’s Vineyard

(617) 984-8100
CLAconnect.com/seniorliving
connect@CLAconnect.com

Several years ago, the International Dysphagia Diet
Standardisation Initiative (IDDSI) published new
dysphagia diet standards that represent a major
change in how dysphagia diets will be prepared,
tested, and served around the globe.
The goal of IDDSI is to bring consistency to the food and
beverage systems around the globe in an effort to minimize
errors, improve patient safety, efficiency, and everyone’s
understanding of what should be served. Efforts are being
made to bring the new standards to the US over the next
couple of years.
In the figure on the following page, the IDDSI framework has
eight diet levels ranging from zero for thin liquids to seven
for regular texture foods. Each level is identified with a color,
number, and label. Levels 3 and 4 are connected between the
foods and drinks to highlight that the flow behavior of puréed
foods is very similar to that of extremely thick liquids and
the flow behavior of liquidized foods is very similar to that of
moderately thick liquids. Transitional foods are shown in the
parallelogram on the upper left and represent foods that change
texture as you eat them, like potato chips or gelatin.

continued on page 5
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Heritage is about
a family commitment
to resident wellness
Exceptional Houskeeping Services.
Exceptional Commitment.

HeritageHealthcare.com

Lean in healthcare:
—it really works!

The IDDSI framework is all inclusive. It includes regular, unmodified foods (Level 7) and drinks (Level 0). Everyone in the
facility can be assigned to an IDDSI level for both food and
drinks. IDDSI is not an all–or–nothing system. You do not have
to offer all diet levels. Based on your patient demographics
and needs, you could decide to exclude levels within your facility.

The CI philosophies and best
practices taught by GBMP
to eliminate waste in manufacturing and office settings
have been put to the test
in healthcare environments
around the world with much
success.

The IDDSI stands out in its test methods, which are detailed
in a Testing Methods document, available on their web site. All
the methods have been designed to be inexpensive, fast, and
simple. They are meant to be tests that can be performed by
anyone at any time —
 especially at the point of service. The
goal has been to try to eliminate much of the ambiguity that has
accompanied dysphagia diets and terminology over the years.

For more information
visit www.GBMP.org

IDDSI has many tools to help you as you prepare for the
new standards — including a mobile app so you can carry the
whole diet in your pocket. To find out more visit iddsi.org.
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Over 20 MA chapter members attended
the 2018 ACHCA Convocation & Expo
in Orlando, FL. It was the most successful
Convocation in five years.
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RISK INSIGHTS:
www.sallop.com

Social Engineering
provided by Sallop Insurance

preftherapy.com

Reliable security systems can prevent losses for your
business. While many businesses invest large sums of
money into building sound physical structures and
robust IT systems or even hiring on–site security guards,
they often overlook the biggest security vulnerability
— people.
No matter how dependable security systems might be, people
with authorized access to those systems will always be a vulnerability. That’s why criminals have begun employing a series
of tactics called social engineering to convince people to give
them access — something that costs companies billions each
year, and is completely preventable.

What is social engineering?

Social engineering is the art of accessing information, physical
places, systems, data, property, or money by using psychological methods, rather than technical methods or brute force.
In order to do so, social engineering relies upon a set of tactics
that exploit psychological weaknesses and blind spots in order
to convince victims to give social engineers what they want.
That’s what can be so dangerous about social engineering —
criminals can use psychological blind spots to have employees
willingly give unauthorized parties access, information, or
property. These attacks can occur in a number of different forms,
including a well–crafted spearphishing campaign, a plausible
sounding phone call from a criminal posing as a vendor, or even
an on–site visit from a “fire inspector” who demands access
to the company’s server room.
continued on page 8
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Psychological Weaknesses
Providing the
next generation of
pharmacy services
… today!
John Enos

Regional Sales Manager/
Business Development
155 Northboro Road
Southborough, MA 01772
Mobile
508–439–9330
email
jenos@procareltc.com

www.procareltc.com

rx-pps.com

There are a number of different types of attacks, but social
engineers almost always prey upon the following psychological
weaknesses in order to get what they want:
Fear of Conflict — People dislike conflict and confrontation and
will use almost any excuse to avoid it. Social engineers exploit
this by exuding confidence when they ask for information or
physical access that they have no right to. When social engineers display confidence, most people prefer to comply with
requests rather than challenge them.
Getting a Deal — Confidence artists have always relied upon
the greed of their victims; social engineers exploit a similar
principle. These criminals have often been known to use gifts
and giveaways to get victims to let down their guard. Sometimes, the giveaway itself will be used to masquerade a piece of
malicious code that the unsuspecting victim then uploads to
his or her computer.
Sympathy — Sometimes, social engineers employ a softer tactic,
using charisma and humor to gain sympathy or to ingratiate
themselves to an individual or group. By establishing rapport and
breeding positive feelings, victims are too distracted to realize
they’re being scammed.
Need for Closure — The need for closure is a well–documented
psychological need, and one which social engineers exploit.
In the event they are ever questioned or confronted, social
engineers who’ve done their homework will have an answer
to any challenge or question likely to come their way. In most
cases, any answer— even if it’s undocumented, unsubstantiated, or blatantly untrue — offers people psychological closure,
giving them the sense that they’ve done their due diligence.

Real-time labor management

symphonyes.com

continued on page 9
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Preventing Social Engineering Attacks

omnicare.com

Educating your employees is essential to minimizing the risk
of social engineering. Even the best security system will fail
if employees willingly allow unauthorized use of their workstation
or email their system credentials to a criminal. In order to make
your education efforts stick, consider using these strategies:
Encourage your employees to Stop. Think. Connect.
The Stop. Think. Connect. campaign is a global initiative that
encourages people to be smarter about online privacy and
security. The motto is an easy–to–remember way to approach
divulging sensitive information, both in person and online.

medline.com

mobilexusa.com

Make a personal connection
The same principles that make your company vulnerable can
make your employees vulnerable in their personal lives.
Show employees how the same practices for security at work
will make them more secure in their personal lives as well.
Use Social Proof to your advantage
Social engineers will often deploy social proof — evidence of a
large number of people or select important people engaging
in a behavior as proof of its validity — in order to gain compliance.
Use that to your organization’s advantage by making sure
executives and managers make security a top priority as an
example for the rest of the company.
Train
Getting the information out there is important, but most adult
learners retain more information when they receive interactive
training. Consider specific social engineering training that
encourages questions and incorporates interactive examples
that relate directly to your employees’ work activities.

fusionrehabservices.com

Test
Make sure your educational and training efforts work by
conducting regular tests. Despite growing awareness of social
engineering tactics like phishing, large numbers of people still
continued on page 10
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open emails and click on links that they shouldn’t. Consider
conducting an in–house phishing audit to find out just how
many employees have taken their security training to heart.
• Healthcare communications
• Patient safety systems
• Professional/commercial sound
• Security
• Intercom
• 24 hr. service

800–400–RAIN (7246)
www.raintech.com

Remain Vigilant
Your employees will always represent a possible vector of attack
for criminals, which is why you should always remember the
human factor when considering security. Just as your company
upgrades systems and installs software patches, so too should
you periodically remind your employees of best practices and
determine what new tactics social engineers are using to
exploit people.
You can trust your partners at Sallop Insurance to help identify
and communicate security threats to your organization, and to
keep you up to date on new threats as they emerge.

PHS

Performance
Healthcare
Services
Your partner
in housekeeping
and laundry

47 River Street
Wellesley, MA 02481
(781) 235-0540

performancehs.net

The ACHCA N.E. Alliance
2018 Fall Regional Conference
Portland Regency Hotel
September 26–28

2019 Winter Annual Meeting
Woodstock Inn & Resort
January 16–18
for more details visit

http://www.thenealliance.org
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The chapter recently enjoyed
another members’–only, free
social event at Jack’s Abby Beer
Hall & Kitchen this past April.
Members and business affiliates
enjoyed food, beer, and conversation. Our next members’–only
event is planned for the fall
on the South shore. Watch your
email for your exclusive invite.
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Reduce Costs +
Improve Care
From Partner’s Pharmacy

SNFs reduce pharmacy costs and improve quality of
care with the AP PassPort System™ from Partner’s
Pharmacy, recently deployed at Liberty Commons.

informed senior • eﬃcient staﬀ

The proven solution to:
Reduce overtime
expenses by 25%
Reduce time to fill open shifts
from 2-3 hours to 5-10 min
Increase inservice training
attendance by up to 40%

For more information:

(781) 996–3123
sales@voicefriend.net

It’s not often that improved nursing workflow, enhanced medication efficiency, and reduced pharmacy costs are all mentioned
in the same sentence but those are just some of the many
benefits resulting from Partner's Pharmacy’s recent implementation of its AP PassPort™ system in Massachusetts. The initial
deployment is at Liberty Commons Rehabilitation and Skilled
Care Center, a 5–star skilled nursing facility located in North
Chatham, MA. The new program has been a game changer for
everyone involved.
The AP PassPort™ is an industry leading, fully automated,
constantly monitored, pharmacy–initiated dispensing system
deployed within a skilled nursing facility. Medication is packaged
in both single and multi–dose envelopes by resident and room
number in a convenient Med Tote. It provides incredible nursing
efficiency, increased medication accuracy, reduced medication
waste, and reduced cost to all payers. There are over 140 AP
PassPort™ systems deployed nationally. This system has been
successfully deployed at Liberty Commons and is available
throughout Massachusetts.
continued on page 13
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Bill Bogdanovich, President and CEO of Broad Reach Healthcare
at Liberty Commons stated,
“AP PassPort™ is really an extension of Partner's Pharmacy
located within Liberty Commons. We have been interested
in deploying this innovative system for some time and are
glad to be the first in Massachusetts to do so. We could not
be more pleased with the training and support provided by
Partner's Pharmacy.”
Additionally, Bogdanovich stated,
“AP PassPort™ provides tremendous medication workflow
efficiency, enabling our nurses to be nurses and spend more
time on direct patient care and less on med pass, med
destruction, and other routine functions.”
Derek Corriveau, Partner's Pharmacy's Massachusetts Director of
Pharmacy said,
“I am so impressed by the combined ease of use and advanced
technology of our AP PassPort™ system and that the staff at
both the Pharmacy and Liberty Commons were incredibly
excited to be benefiting from and introducing AP PassPort™
in Massachusetts.”
cleanfacilitiesgroup.com

The AP PassPort™ incorporates innovative engineering and
advanced software to allow nursing staff to spend less time on
administration and associated tasks and more time on patient
care. The system is monitored visually and diagnostically, 24/7
via our on–call pharmacy support even during natural disasters
or power outages. Skilled nursing and sub–acute facility managers
throughout Massachusetts are now able to take advantage of
this unique system.
For additional information about AP PassPort™ or Partner’s
Pharmacy, contact Stacey Rebelo by phone at 774–556–1685
or email Stacey.Rebelo@PartnersPharmacy.com.

areterehab.com

Benefits of an ACHCA Membership
Membership in ACHCA provides long–term care leaders with
continuous professional growth, the opportunity for life–long
learning, and the ability to build a network of colleagues.

Membership includes these exclusive benefits:
• Members’–only newsletters
• Peer–2–Peer file sharing
• Complimentary industry journals
• Career Link
• National, regional and local conferences
• Professional advancement through certification and fellowship
• Self–study and distance continuing education programs
• Academy of Long–Term Care Leadership and Development
• Chapter and district networking
• Social events at conferences
• ACHCA partnerships and member discounts
• 100% reimbursement of convocation registration fee (MA Chapter)
• Professional membership is reimbursed by many employers.

Join today at
www.achca.org
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simplythick.com

Advance to Fellow on Us

The designation of fellow is the highest honor that an organization can bestow upon one of its members. Fellowship with
the ACHCA indicates your professional achievement and dedication
to the ethical and professional standards of ACHCA. It’s a career
move that confirms your dedication to the post–acute and aging
services community. You can find the application on the ACHCA
website. The MA chapter will reimburse the cost of the application
upon the granting of your Fellow status.

Welcome, New Members!
Jenny Baldassarre
Brenna House
Robert Fondi
Novyl Igo
Teresa Hodge
Elaina Danahy
Tom Bunker

John Tryder
Derrick LeBlanc
Rosemary Rese
Miguel Saravia
Oumou Diallo
Sherlyn Fenton
Cailin Gallego

Jim McCann
Anthony Bah
Geika Bio
Sylvia Szleszynski
Mike Ferrick
Angela Wise

Register for the

2o18 Golf Tournament
October 5, 2o18

Olde Scotland Links

695 Pine Street, Bridgewater, MA 02324

click: http://www.tinyurl.com/2018MAgolf

National
Convocation
& Expo 2019
OMNI Louisville, KY
March 17–20

registration and information:
https://tinyurl.com/
achca2019convo

2o19 Student Poster
Exposition
submit by Dec 19, 2018

The Student Poster Exposition gives undergraduate and graduate
students from universities across the country an opportunity
to present their scholarly work on a wide variety of topics from
applied research with a faculty member or an innovative
project with an ACHCA member. Students participate through
oral presentations, poster displays, and gallery exhibits.
Throughout the two days, participants have the opportunity to
interact with other students, faculty, and ACHCA members
from across the country.
https://www.tinyurl.com/ACHCAposters

